Locks
PIN TUMBLER LOCKS - Cam type locks are furnished keyed 5 pin tumblers.
Keying selection: keyed alike; keyed alike in sets; keyed different, not masterkeyed; keyed different, masterkeyed with sub and grand masterkeying available.. Furnished with two keys per lock.

DEAD BOLT PIN TUMBLER LOCKS - These locks are furnished keyed 5 pin
tumblers. Keying selection: keyed alike; keyed alike in sets; keyed different, not
masterkeyed; keyed different, masterkeyed with sub and grand masterkeying
available.. Furnished with two keys per lock.

DISC TUMBLER LOCKS - Cam type locks with 5 disc tumbler, chrome plated
face. Keying selection: keyed alike; keyed alike in sets; keyed different, not masterkeyed; keyed different, masterkeyed with sub and grand masterkeying available.. Furnished with two keys per lock.

DEAD BOLT DISC TUMBLER LOCKS - Deadbolt type locks with 5 disc tumbler, chrome plated face. Keying selection: keyed alike; keyed alike in sets; keyed
different, not masterkeyed; keyed different, masterkeyed with sub and grand masterkeying available.. Furnished with two keys per lock.
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Pulls
WIRE PULL - 96mm on center. Available in a variety of colors and metals.

SEMI-RECESSED PULL - Available in Red Oak.
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Miscellaneous Parts
BRASS TAGS - 18 Gauge brass tags
feature black filled numerals. Available
in packages of 25 consecutively numbered tags. Also available in .040 aluminum upon request.
Item # Number Sequence
100658 001-025
100659 026-050
100660 051-075
100661 076-100
100662 101-125
100663 126-150
100664 151-175
100665 176-200

020

LABEL HOLDER - 1-7/16” x 2-5/8”
Label holder holds 1” x 2” cards.
Chrome finish.
100657 Label Holder

ADJUSTABLE KEYBOARD TRAY Adjustable cushioned palm rest easily
adjusts to five different positions.
Textured black paint finish.
100764 Keyboard Tray

ADJUSTABLE
KEYBOARD TRAY Built in mouse tray
designed for left or
right handed users
and accepts standard
rubberized mouse
pads. Mouse tray stores inside when keyboard is closed.
Adjustable cushioned palm rest easily adjusts to five different
positions. Textured black paint finish.
100765 Keyboard Tray
PENCIL DRAWER TRAY WITH
SLIDE - Steel ball bearing slides
hold black molded plastic tray.
21-1/2”W x 16-1/4”D x 1-7/8”
H. Includes “L” brackets four
mounting under desktop.
100763 Pencil Drawer

STORAGE TRAYS - All purpose totes for use in tote cabinets
and on open shelves. Standard color tan. Other colors available.
100139 19”D x 10-1/2”W x 3-1/2”H
100135 10”D x 14-5/8”W x 3-1/2”H
PLASTIC SUPPORT PANELS
FOR TRAY STORAGE - Tan
high impact polystyrene. 11/2” inch center spacing of ribs
accommodates standard trays
in different heights with or
without covers. Measures: 293/4” x 21-1/4”.
100138 Support Panels

CABLE HOLE COVERS (GROMMET) - High impact ABS
black plastic.
100766 2” Grommet
100767 3-1/8” Grommet
DATA PORTS
Let us customize a plan that fits your needs.
BLACK RUBBER BASE MOLDING - Base molding used to
cover 4” kick plate. Order by the foot.
100283 Base Molding
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Mirror / Computer Stand
MIRROR FOR MOBILE
DEMONSTRATION TABLES - The
shatter resistant acrylic mirror is
enclosed in a solid oak frame with a
natural transparent finish. 22-1/2” x
34-1/2”.
4000K
Mirror
COMBINATION MIRROR MARKER BOARD - Versatile
unit allows for the unobstructed use of either the shatter
resistant acrylic mirror or the marker board. 20-3/4” x 273/4”.
4001K Combination Mirror Marker Board

THE LABHAND - Designed to
provide a safe, convenient surface for laptop computers in a
laboratory setting. The
LabHand is mounted on a solid
plastic rod which fits securely
into standard rod sockets. The
platform is made of powder
coated steel to create a surface
that will withstand the typical
chemicals found in today’s laboratories. The LabHand holds
laptops and books off the work surface protecting them from
spills and increasing the amount of workspace available.
100994 LabHand
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